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Today’s article could be titled “Avoiding DeSean Decisions.” It has everything to do with 
what coach John Wooden taught his UCLA men’s basketball players.  
 
The sixth block of Wooden’s Pyramid of Success focuses on self control, which stresses 
“emotions under control; delicate adjustment between mind and body; keep judgment and 
common sense.” When Coach Wooden prepared his players, he preached self control, 
which emphasized using common sense to achieve victory.  
 
According to ex-player Swen Nater, Wooden would regularly review game situations 
with his players to make sure they knew what to do, when to do it and how to do it. He 
felt, and they proved, that if players controlled their emotions, they would be able to 
perform at winning levels instead of letting their emotions control them, which never 
leads to winning performance. Ten championships in 12 years indicate that he knew what 
he was talking about. 
 
Emotion can be a bridge or a wall in athletic performance. For those who understand that 
emotion needs to be used positively, it will be a bridge — the “delicate adjustment 
between mind and body” Wooden stressed. When situations present themselves, winning 
athletes are able to bridge their emotions and mind into winning, getting both to work 
together. On the other hand, for athletes who try to live off of emotion, that delicate 
balance will eventually give way to losing performance, especially in the area of decision 
making. Emotion, then, becomes a wall which impedes the winning process. I’m not 
saying emotion is a bad thing, but, left uncontrolled, it merely steers an athlete to “Wall 
of Shame.” 
 
Two weeks ago, I tweeted that DeSean Jackson of the Philadelphia Eagles had won my 
“Doofus of the Day” award, as he is an emotional player who did not make that delicate 
connection of mind and body. In this case, completely away from the play, Jackson 
committed a needless personal foul against a member of the Chargers after an Eagles’ 
touchdown. It cost the Eagles fifteen yards and they were forced to kick off from much 
further back, which ended up burning them. The Chargers used the field position to drive 
for what turned out to be the game winning touchdown. In essence, Jackson’s lack of self 
control directly led to the team losing. 
 
If only Jackson, who has a history of this behavior, had discovered Wooden and practiced 
self control, that situation would have never presented itself. So, instead of being 
prepared for this situation, he reacted to this situation and the rest is losing history. Win: 



Chargers; loss: Jackson and the Eagles.  
 
The Eagles put in how many weeks of preparation, how many practices and how much 
effort just to have one player lack self control and directly cause a loss? And people say 
there is no I in team? Ridiculous! All Jackson needed to say was, “I will keep my self 
control and I will not be concerned about television highlights; thus, I will help my team 
win.” This is why Wooden constantly reminded his teams to remain in the moment and to 
do winning things in those moments.  
 
WDWD (What Do Winners Do)? Athletes, listen. Emotion isn’t a bad thing unless it 
becomes the controlling thing. Research by Yuri Hanan has confirmed what Wooden 
taught his players. Hanan found that employing emotion positively leads to higher 
performance than using emotion negatively, or dysfunctionally. Dysfunctional emotions 
in athletes lead to losing performance due to poor decision making. Relying on emotion 
too much causes physical and mental fatigue in athletes. So for winning performance, 
you must acknowledge your emotion, harness your emotion, then use the emotion to 
cause your brain to direct the body’s efforts and decision making. Don’t be a DeSean. 
Got it? Good. 
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